
Harald Seiz: Gold / Copper Ratio Indicates
Recession
The politicians usually won't tell you about a recession until after you have left it.

STUTTGART, BADEN WüRTTEMBERG, GERMANY, August 9, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In July
2016, there are many warning signs that the world might have entered a recession at the end of 2015
or beginning of 2016. Learn why the Gold / Copper ratio for July 2016 may indicate that we have
entered a recession.

Global Productivity Wanes

Generally, a recession is defined as a 20% decline in productivity. Most individuals simply watch the
stock markets, but there are other important economic indicators. Already in July 2016, there are a
number of indicators flashing red: Baltic Dry Index, stock exchanges and petroleum.

Copper is like petroleum - a commodity used for productivity. Copper is highly sought after in the
construction industry. Copper is waterproof and used for cladding, roofing and plumbing. You have
probably seen the beautiful "green" color of roofs with copper tops.

The "green" is a protective patina that naturally develops over time. Unlike metals that rust, copper will
resist water. Copper can be used as a lightning rod and is also used in pots, pans and even coins.

Shipbuilders use copper too. In fact, behind aluminum and iron, copper is the third most popular metal
in industry. Copper is used widely in electrical purposes - think about your smart phones, computers
and televisions.

Copper's 5-Year Decline

The copper price has been declining; the 2016 copper price is half of what it was in 2011. Experts call
this precious metal - "Doctor Copper" - because its ratio with gold has been so effective at accurately
predicting recessions. No matter what the political pundits argue, when productivity wanes, copper
prices fall.

Wealth Protection

Gold is beautiful. It shimmers. It has ideal properties for longevity, durability and beauty. The gold
standard can't be beat.

While the copper price declines, the gold price increases during recessions. The aforementioned gold
to copper ratio allows you to protect your wealth during a recession. My name is Harald Seiz - CEO of
Karatbars International GmbH - and I sell gold Karatbars for investors.

In 2008, the US stock exchange fell 40%. At the beginning of 2016, global stock exchanges all
declined. Do you want to lose your wealth running after false paper promises? "Doctor Copper" might
have indicated that we have entered a recession. Will you buy gold Karatbars for wealth protection?
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